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In a similar move to France and Italy, some regions in Spain are now requiring individuals to show that they have been vaccinated or have tested negative for COVID-19 before entering cafes, bars and ...
Parts of Spain now require a health pass from visitors to enter indoor spaces
These are the 10 best beaches in Ireland for 2021, as named by Lonely Planet. So get your togs on, what're you waiting for?
Here are the 10 best beaches in Ireland, named by Lonely Planet
The most popular Greek tourist destinations have been marked dark red on the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control's COVID-19 map.
COVID-19: EU warns against visiting popular Greek tourist islands including Mykonos, Rhodes and Santorini as cases rise
The owners of the historic People’s Palace hotel in Brisbane have been caught up in the collapse of the country’s biggest hostel operators.
Historic Brisbane pub caught up in $15m collapse of backpacker firm
One of the annoying things about global warming is all the new words people are expected to learn to track humanity's descent into chaos.
Solastalgia, doomism and the Greta effect: new climate lingo mystifies
One year after its release, Gaga’s space-themed dance album is finally having its cultural moment.
The Unexpected Summer of Lady Gaga’s ‘Chromatica’
Many Australians are surprised to learn camels are in plague numbers across outback Australia. Australia has more wild camels than any other country on the planet. At last count, a best guess from ...
Camels in plague numbers across outback Australia
A Bangladeshi asylum-seeker who arrived in Australia by sea eight years ago now has to choose between risking persecution to treat his chronic condition and continued detention that has left him all ...
Hundreds Of Asylum Seekers Remain In Australia’s Offshore Detention Eight Years On
The prestigious travel magazine has recently recommended Vietnam as a must-visit place for its delectable and diverse foodsPho and spring rolls are the two most iconic dishes in Vietnamese cuisine ...
Lonely planet names Vietnam a world s top culinary destination
Like the Seven Names of Jose Canseco, the Seven Voyages of Kobe are not to be confused with the Seven Crucial Moves of Kobe in the category of things that are ... well, frankly, unstoppable. Kobe ...
The seven voyages of Kobe
Scotland have extended their autumn international campaign by including a fixture with Tonga, the Scottish Rugby Union has announced.
Scotland add Tonga to end-of-year schedule
While we deal with vaccination rollout, snap lockdowns and paused travel bubbles, I still believe we are extremely lucky to call the ANZ region home. This month CIPS globally celebrate Pride awareness ...
CIPS Australia & New Zealand News
Three people have died following wildfires in southern Turkey, with officials investigating the causes of almost 60 blazes.
Turkey: Three dead in fires as authorities investigate causes of blazes - including possible sabotage
PlayStation and Sucker Punch Productions announced Ghost of Tsushima Director’s Cut – a massive new update to last year’s critically-acclaimed PlayStation exclusive. On top of adding a host of new ...
We Spoke To Sucker Punch About Creating New Player Experiences For Ghost Of Tsushima: Director’s Cut
Facing possible ruin amid a new norm of social distancing, some of Hong Kong’s co-living operators have been turning underused hotel rooms into shared units with longer leases.
Hong Kong’s co-living operators and hotels join forces to give vacant rooms a new lease of life as coronavirus poses existential threat
Beijing’s confrontation with Australia should have been an unequal contest. That’s not how it worked out in practice.
China Discovers the Limits of Its Power
A top New Zealand chef has had a lucky return from Australia, after getting caught in lockdown just prior to the transtasman eight-week bubble pause. Renowned food writer and broadcaster Peta Mathias ...
Food writer Peta Mathias’ lucky escape from Australia bubble pause
But the good news - if you can call it that - is that if the world does go to hell New Zealand would be the best place to ride it out, according to a new study labelling Aotearoa a "collapse lifeboat" ...
New Zealand has the best chance of surviving global collapse of civilisation - study
A major bridge has been built over the Adriatic Sea linking two swathes of Croatian coastline - in a move that has angered Bosnian officials who claim it violates its access to open waters.
Croatia celebrates construction of major bridge across Adriatic Sea - but Bosnian officials left angered
For such a tiny state, Rhode Island certainly carries its weight in beautiful beaches ... and most popular beaches that was recently ranked a favorite for families by Lonely Planet, it fills up fast.
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